Identify the cause and effect in each sentence, and write them in the blanks.

1) When spring arrives, daffodils start blooming.
   Cause : 
   Effect :

2) The pup was whining, as it hurt its paw.
   Cause :
   Effect :

3) Rebecca ran out of bread, so she ordered a pizza.
   Cause :
   Effect :

4) I am fit because I exercise regularly.
   Cause :
   Effect :

5) Since it was raining, John postponed his trip.
   Cause :
   Effect :

6) Dan was very thirsty, and therefore he gulped down a bottle of water.
   Cause :
   Effect :

Example:
As Carol forgot to set the alarm, she woke up late.
   Cause : Carol forgot to set the alarm.
   Effect : She woke up late.
A **cause** is the reason why something happens.  
An **effect** is what happens as a result of the cause.  

**Example:**  As Carol forgot to set the alarm, she woke up late.  

**Cause** : **Carol forgot to set the alarm.**  
**Effect** : **She woke up late.**  

Identify the cause and effect in each sentence, and write them in the blanks.

1) When spring arrives, daffodils start blooming.  
   **Cause** :  
   **Effect** :  

2) The pup was whining, as it hurt its paw.  
   **Cause** :  
   **Effect** :  

3) Rebecca ran out of bread, so she ordered a pizza.  
   **Cause** :  
   **Effect** :  

4) I am fit because I exercise regularly.  
   **Cause** :  
   **Effect** :  

5) Since it was raining, John postponed his trip.  
   **Cause** :  
   **Effect** :  

6) Dan was very thirsty, and therefore he gulped down a bottle of water.  
   **Cause** :  
   **Effect** :